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Department of Natural Resources,
15 Ashburton Place, Boston, June 2, 1965.

Clerk of the House of Representatives , State House , Boston , Massachusetts

Dear Sir: The Department of Natural Resources hereby sub-
mits a report of its studies and investigations, and its recommenda-
tions relative to Chapter 15, Resolves of 1965, “Resolve Providing
for an Investigation and Study by the Department of Natural Re-
sources to Determine the Need for Licensing the Importation of
Certain Lobsters”. This report was prepared by Marine Fisheries
Biologist Thomas D. Morrissey, working under the supervision of
Dr. Robert F. Hutton and Director Frederick C. Wilbour, Jr., of
the Division of Marine Fisheries.

Verv truly vour

CHARLES H. W. FOSTER,

Cl)e Commontoealtf) of f^assaclnisetts

Commissioner.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Five.

Resolve providing for an Investigation and Study by the Department of
Natural Resources to determine the Need for licensing the Impor-
tation of Certain Lobsters.

Resolved, That the department of natural resources is hereby authorized and
directed to make an investigation and study relative to the importation by vessel
of lobsters caught without the commonwealth and to determine whether such im-
portation should be licensed by the commonwealth. Said department shall report
to the general court the results of its inve
tions, if any, together with drafts of lej
mendations into effect, by filing the same
tives on or before the first Wednesday of

stigation and study and its recommenda-
;islation necessary to carry such recom-
with the clerk of the house of representa-
June in the current year.

Approved May S, 1966.

Chapter 15,
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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES RELATIVE TO THE NEED FOR LICENS-
ING THE IMPORTATION OF CERTAIN LOBSTERS.

On May 3, 1965, the Senate passed a resolution providing for an
investigation and study by the Department of Natural Resources
to determine the need for licensing the importation by vessel of
lobsters caught outside the territorial waters of the Common-
wealth. The resolution further directed the Department to report
to the General Court on or before June 2, 1965, the results of its in-
vestigation and stud}" and its recommendations, if any, together
with drafts of legislation necessary to carry such recommendations
into effect. This resolution was received by the Division of Marine
Fisheries on May 12, 1965.

The purpose of this report is to present such facts as are available
'll the need for licensing vessels, the fisheries that would be affected

by the license, and the possible effects of licensing on the fisheries
involved. Because of the limited time available for the investiga-

i and study, it was not possible to obtain as much detail on fact
regarding the fisheries as might seem advisable for a report of this
nature. Detailed catch statistics giving the number of vessels, oc-

ally landing lobsters while engaged in other fisheries, for
nay be obtained from the Bureau of Commercial Fish-

ire readilv obtainable, sufficient
time must be available to extract specific information such as thisract specific mformatic

from the records. Also, sufficient time was not available to r
replies to queries regarding the nature of licenses and permits n

o

rr Involvi
Legislation providi iding lobstersig of

laught outside tl
orimarilv affect “

imonwealth wouldwater.

hing well offshore, otterire i
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trawl fishermen fishing for “offshore” lobsters along the edge of the
■r trawl groundfish fishermen catchingcontinental shelf, ai

lobsters incidental to the groundfish species. Skin divers would
lobsters outside the territorial
very little diving of this nature
night be affected is transporters

also be affected when diving for
waters, although it is believed tha
occurs. An additional group that
ihipping out-of-state lobsters to Massachusetts dealers by boat

It is not known how many inshore pot fishermen would be af-
I license to land lobsters caughtfected by legislation requiring a ve

outside the coastal waters. In some areas, the majority of com-
mercial pot fishermen are likely to be affected since, for at least aJ|
portion of the season, the best fishing occurs more than two miles
from shore in these areas. In addition to the distribution of lob-
sters, the large number of pots set along the shore during the sum-
mer months causes many of the commercial pot fishermen to set
further offshore. In the Marshfield area, for example, the fisher-
man cooperating in the Division’s population sampling program
regularly fishes between two and four miles from shore. The buoys
of several other fishermen are evident in the same area and it is be-
lieved that this distance from shore is common fishing ground along
the section of the coastline from Minots Light to Manomet Point
during the spring months. At Westport, the cooperating fisherman
and most of the local commercial fishermen set in the area known

Cox’s Ledge, some thirty miles from shore during the four sum-
mer months. And at Orleans, the cooperating fisherman sets three
or more miles from shore during October and November.

Unfortunately, there is no provision in the present catch report
system for reporting the locations where inshore lobsters are taken.
While the actual number of pot fishermen that would be affected
by legislation of this nature cannot be determined, the few examples
on record indicate that a substantial number of commercial pot
fishermen will be affected. It should be pointed out that these
fishermen are presently licensed under Section 37 of Chapter 130
to take lobsters from the coastal waters of the Commonwealth.

Since the taking of lobsters from the coastal waters of the
monwealth by otter trawl is prohibited, a license would be required^
under this proposal for any dragger landing lobsters in Massachu-
setts . The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries reports a total of
1,463,800 pounds of lobsters were landed in Massachusetts by otter
trawl during 1963. This figure includes both intentional catches
by lobster trawlers and incidental catches by groundfish trawlers
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Approximately 22 vessels (5 at Boston and 17 at New Bedford,
Plymouth, and Sandwich) regularly engaged in the “offshore” otter
trawl lobster fishery, land their catch in Massachusetts ports. In
addition to these vessels, there are an unknown number of vessels
fishing for groundfish species that catch lobsters along with the
groundfish. Hughes (1962)* states that approximately 90 ground-
fish vessels land lobsters in Massachusetts. This number refers
principally to vessels of the New Bedford summer flounder and
tilefish fleet which occasionally make large hauls of offshore lob-
sters and does not include vessels from other ports fishing in areas

ft where only scattered lobsters are taken. According to the wording
of the resolve, any vessel importing lobsters would be licensed under
the proposed legislation. Since nearly all groundfish vessels take
lobsters occasionally, the total number of vessels affected by this
legislation would be very substantial.

Possible Effects of Licensing on the Fisherii
The biological effects of licensing will largely consist of indirect

benefits to the fishery. Greater adherence to the laws enacted to
insure the welfare of the fishery can be expected as a result of the
increased control provided by a license. The administration of a
license also provides an opportunity to obtain statistical informa-
tion vital to the intelligent management of the fishery. Coopera-
tive federal-state programs are presently underway and federal
funds are available for the initiation of many new programs to
which statistical information will contribute greatly.

Although the socio-economic effects of licensing is less clear than
the biological effects, the improvement of relations between the
various fisheries should be beneficial from a management view-
point. The effects are likely to vary, how7ever, within each of the
fisheries involved. The licensing of vessels importing lobsters
caught outside the Commonwealth should have little socio-economic
effect on the inshore pot fishery. Licensing has been long established
in this fishery and it is believed that the commercial pot fishermen

by this legislation would cooperate in an effort they felt
was in the best interest of the fishery. There is room for specula-
tion as to the effect of licensing on the offshore fishery; particularly
in view of the fact that Massachusetts-based vessels may easily
land their catch in Rhode Island ports. Where incidents of Massa-

icry,TJ. T. 19G2. r
Document Xo. 3190, pp. 1
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chusetts-based vessels changing to Rhode Island ports have occurred,
the primary reasons given for the change are: active enforcement
by our coastal wardens; more liberal Rhode Island regulations;
and better treatment by Rhode Island dealers. The difference be-
tween Massachusetts’ 3Vie” minimum legal size and Rhode
Island’s S’/ie” minimum legal size is a strong attractant for vessels
to change ports when this may mean a thousand or more pounds of
lobsters landed. It does not seem likely that licensing itself would
be a major factor in discouraging local offshore lobster trawlers from
landing in Massachusetts ports.

There are other factors to consider in regard to groundfish ves-'ijl,
sels, however. Since these vessels take lobsters only incidental to
other species, the fishermen may be reluctant to obtain a license
to land a species that occurs only occasionally in their catch. In
addition, vessels of this type that chance to take a number of lob-
sters in their catch when they do not have a license, may resort to
cooking the lobsters and extracting the meat. Once established,
this practice could readily expand to include short and egg lobsters.

The Need for Licensing.

At the present time, a license is required in Massachusetts for
the taking of shellfish, lobsters, and crabs in coastal waters. In
addition, a variety of dealer permits, digger permits and shucker
permits, are required by the Commonwealth for the taking and
handling of various species of marine life and a license is required
for the taking of marine grasses by mechanical means. These li-
censes and permits serve a useful and necessary purpose in acting
as controls over the activities of individuals engaged in the fishery.
In many instances, funds obtained as license and permit fees help
to support the cost of programs designed to improve or manage the
fishery. Statistical information, valuable to research and manage-
ment, is available from the records of licenses issued and catch re-
port systems associated with the licenses. For these reasons, there
is a need for licensing vessels importing lobsters caught outside
Commonwealth.

o

i is a need for
shf

n r
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The benefits to be derived from the licensing of vessels importin
lobsters caught outside the Commonwealth should be given serious
consideration. Licensing is so fundamental to fishery management
that serious consideration should be given to the licensing of all
Massachusetts-based fishing vessels. There are two basic elements
which an agency charged with the responsibility of managing a
fishery must have if it is to function properly. These are: control
over the activities of individuals engaged in the fishery to insure

* that these individuals follow the laws enacted to protect the fishery
and information about the fishery that is necessary for meaningful
management and research designed to maintain and improve the
fishery

The control that is provided by the possibility of license revo-
cation can be a significant contribution, both sociologically and
biologically, to fisheries management. In most instances, violatrations
punishable by fine alone have prov hi be ina

orally m
te. Unless they

mely severe, fines do not ■ofitable toart

violate the law, and all too often tl rnt to impose
heavy fines, even where they are p: ivided

Perhaps even more important control, is the opportunity
on of information about aprovided by a license for the c

fishery. Management problems
adequate information. Undoubte

mid not be decided withoi
r, when problems have bet:

under advisement, questions ha peatedly posed to the
Division of Marine Fisheries that c rid not be answered adequately,

re made towards the biologicalIn research, few contributions can

management of a species without relating research data to facts
about the fishery. Exploitation r tes, optimum yields, trends in
abundance, the dangers of overfishing, and the waste of needles
restrictions are some of the objectives of research that cannot be
attained without adequate information about the fishery. Fishery
statistics is the link that joins biological r h to management.

# Without this link, management cannot progress towards betterment
of the fishery from the point of v the species
concerned.

While the objections to licensin cannot be ignored, they do not
appear to outweigh the advanta be gained. Providing a
minimum fee to cover only adminis ative costs will make the license
available to all. The danger of ve Is landing at other ports should

Discussion.
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be minimal, and limited to those who have no desire to follow the
regulations enacted for the protection of the fishery.

Congress has made $200,000.00 available to the Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries for a study of the offshore lobster fishery. The
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries is cooperating with the states in an
effort to obtain biological data, exploitation rates, optimum yields,
trends in abundance and a comparison of the characteristics of the
inshore and offshore stocks. It is anticipated that this will be a
continuing study and the regular progress reports will make avail-
able the information necessary for a sound management program.

Recommendation
The Marine Fisheries Advisory Commission voted unanimously

that legislative action relative to licenses be deferred until additional
information is received from the cooperative studies now being con-
ducted by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, the University of
Rhode Island, Maine Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries and
the Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries.
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